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Lindsay Vickery, Cat Hope, and Stuart James 
Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts, Edith 
Cowan University 
ABSTRACT 
Western Australian new music ensemble Decibel have 
devised a software-based tool for creating realisations 
of the score for John Cage's Variations I and II. In these 
works Cage had used multiple transparent plastic sheets 
with various forms of graphical notation, that were 
capable of independent positioning in respect to one 
another, to create specifications for the multiple unique 
instantiation of these works. The digital versions allow 
for real-time generation of the specifications of each 
work, quasi-infinite exploration of diverse realisations 
of the works and transcription of the data created using 
Cage's methodologies into proportionally notated 
scrolling graphical scores. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Jolm Cage's eight Variations (1958-67) occupy a unique 
position in the composer's output. By the late 1950s, 
Cage had made significant progress in exploring the use 
of indeterminate sound sources (such as radio and LP 
recordings1) , a range of chance procedures for 
generating notation2 and indeterminacy of n otation3 His 
attention now turned towards the indeterminacy and 
"flexibility" of formal structure itself: "a way to further 
the diversity and flexibility of his compositions by 
r em oving the fixity of the score itself' [28]. 
The eight Variations were the principal vehicle for the 
exploration of this idea, constituting nearly a quarter of 
his compositional output during this period. Following 
the completion of Variations VIII, the most open of the 
works in every respect, Cage returned, for the most part, 
to more traditional compositional outcomes marked by 
his exploration of the "recomposition" of pre-existing 
works. 
1 An early example is Credo in US ( 1942) [34]. 
2 These included the use the I Ching as a source of aleatoricism 
in Music of Changes (1951) [29 pp. 78-88], "found systems" 
such as "folded paper templates" in Music for Carillion No. 1 
(1952) [29 p. 92] and the "paper imperfection technique" in 
Music for Piano (1952-6) [29 p. 94]. Cage's use of 
Astronomical maps as "found systems" dates from Music for 
Carillion No. 4 (1961) [29 p. 211] and was incorporated in 
Variations V (196 5). 
3 Cage' s exploration of indeterminate notation began in Music 
for Piano (1953) and culminated in 1958 with the magnum 
opus Concert for Piano and Orchestra, [29 p. 109], [33 p. 132], 
[2]. 
4 Examples are recomposition of pitches of Satie's Socrates 
(1918) in Cheap Imitation (1969) [4], "subtraction" ofmaterial 
from anthems and congregational music Apartment House 
1776 (1 976) and "rubbing" of Satie Chorales in Song Book 
(song 85) [27]. 
Over the ten years from 1958 to 1967, Cage revisited to 
the Variations series as a means of expanding his 
investigation not only of nonlinear interaction with the 
score but also of instrumentation, sonic materials, the 
performance space and the environment The works 
chart an evolution from the "personal" sound-world of 
the performer and the score, to a vision potentially 
embracing the totality of sound on a global scale. Table 
1 gives a summary of the evolution of Cage's approach 
to the score, sound sources and the performance space in 
the Variations series. 
Score sound performance 
specification sources space 
I (1958) instruments 
quasi-
determinate sound II producing unspecified (1961) 
means 
III indeterminate 
actions (1963) score 
IV topographical sound 
(1963) map producing 
means 
v astronomical 
(1965) chart5 
electronic 
VI sound system sound systems 
(1966) component integrated diagram 
VII real-time 
(1966) sounds 
remarks [13] 
"silence" VIII (ambient (1967) 
sounds) 
Table 1: A summary of Variations I to VIII. 
Although Decibel created digital versions of Variations 
I-VI, this paper focuses upon the digital realization of 
Variations I, II and III, works that employ multiple 
transparent plastic sheets inscribed with either points 
lines or circles, for the p~ose of creating a unique 
score for a performer to read . 
5 The instructions read "as though there were a dmwing of the 
controls available and - on transparency - transcription from 
astronomical atlas which (if it were superimposed) would give 
suggestions for use of controls" [12]. 
6 Variations IV- VI generate specifications for the placement of 
sounds in the space, for electronic controller variables and for 
the assembly of electronic components in the space 
respectively. 
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There is relatively strong documentation of the evolving 
non-digital performance practice of the Variations as 
performed by David Tudor (Variations 11-1961 [30], 
[31], [22]), John Cage (Variations III-1963 [28]), John 
Cage, Merce Cunningham et al (Variations V-1965[26], 
[19]), David Miller (Variations 1 and 11-2003 [24]), 
.:zoviet (*france:, Wand, and Tanaka (Variations VII-
2008 [1 ]). 
Traditionally, the realisation of Variations I and if in 
particular has necessitated time-consuming manual 
measurement and collation of multiple coordinates. In 
2006 digital versions of Variations 11 were created 
independently by Nicholas Knouf and Pierpaolo Leo 
(Variations 11-2006 [20], [23]). Both of these 
adaptations were " installation" -based, in that they 
generated both the score and a sanification of the score 
for viewers to manipulate in an art gallery, rather than 
scored materials for live performance. 
The impetus behind Decibel's realisation of these works 
has been principally performative: to create practical 
tools for the realisation of these works that retain both 
the indeterminacy and the precision of the Cage's 
specification. 
2. VARIATIONS I AND II 
In Variations I and II, Cage's materials generate what 
might best be described as a blueprint for the creation of 
a determinate score. (Miller describes them as "toolkits" 
[23 p. 21 ]. Although Cage states that the score resulting 
from the application of " rules" of this work may be 
"simply observed" by the perfonner, there are 
significant challenges involved in actualising Variations 
I or II in this way (as will be di scussed below). 
At first glance these works appear to be a deconstruction 
of traditional score, w ith only the five stave lines and 
the noteheads remaining and left to tloat freely in t\vo 
dimensions. The lines and points are in fact used by the 
performed to generate a unique score, in w·hich the 
distance of each point from each line determines one of 
five musical parameters: frequency, duration, amplitude, 
timbre and point of occurrence. 
James Pritchett identifies the "B V" notation from 
Cage's Concert for Piano (1958), illustrated in Figure I 
as the origin of this approach [29]. The connections 
between the ''paper imperfection technique" works such 
as Music for Piano (1952-6), in which points 
representing events were spacially located on the page at 
knots in the surface of the paper and to and the "folded 
paper templates" of Music for Carillion No. 1 ( 1952), in 
which points were notated at intersections between 
creases in folded paper, are also significant. In 
Variations 1 the notation is, more mobile, as the lines 
and points are printed on transparent sheets, however 
the "fixes the number and structure of events" is still 
fixed [289 p. 136]. 
Earle Brown 's concept of proportional notation [18], 
developed some years earlier, is taken it to its logical 
endpoint: here everything is measured. The ability to 
"read" the score in any orientation also draws on 
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Brown's December 1952 (1954) which may be read in 
any direction (Left to Right, Top to Bottom, Right to 
Left, Bottom to Top). 
'OV 
. - l ,. 
Q.\ T 'Till{££ t.A~6E (II ll.lj. t-1.~E $ot/t1D$),'>~ 
U V 1-1:~ I.AA&£ ~ :lo111i.PS\ !o ~Ll. [No 
!>o\ltiP5J, li. ~ sw.L.L- PoltiT~ (;rH61-i o;.oo~. 
'!1c 5 LINe~ AtfD 'f)IE If '&()1)!\PA!tlf~ 1D SE 
\]SED ~ Itt &B Attt> ~. Wile~ ol!frP.JNI)[6-
I-1EASU~Eifl'~ FOR, 3 f'U"~IE~ \)'>£ 3 
[>IP~Eit$ri'l' uPIE5 Att.t> Llkewl51' Fort. anu:~ 
~E'4~RU~E~. 
Figure 1: The BV notation from Cage's Concert for 
Piano (1958) [61. 
The precisely defmed multi-parametrical nature of 
Variations I also suggests the influence of the integral 
serial methods of the European Avant Garde, which had 
dominated Cage's "chart" compositions [29 p. 78-90]. 
But most importantly, in these works Cage demarcates a 
new end point for the act of composition, leaving not 
only the interpretation, but also the final realisation of 
the works to the performer. 
The materials for Variations I comprise six square 
tra11Sparencies: the first printed w ith points and the other 
five printed with lines. Square 1 consists of 27 points of 
four sizes con·esponding to the number of sounds they 
represent as illustrated in Table 2. 
Square 1 27 Points No. of Sounds 
13 Very Small I 
7 Small but Larger 2 
3 Greater size 3 
4 Largest 4+ 
Table 2: The contents of Variations I square 1 
Each of the five additional squares is printed with five 
lines corresponding to the five parameters shown in 
Table 3. The performer may freely choose which 
parameter to apply to each line. 
Squares 2-6 5 Lines 
1 frequency 
2 overtone struc ture 
3 amplitude 
4 duration 
5 occurrence 
Table 3: Variations 1 Squares 2-6 
showing the parameters to be assigned 
to each line. 
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A reading of the work is created by measuring the 
distance from each point to each of the five lines to 
generate a composite of parameters that define each 
event with the following attributes: number of sounds (1-
4+), frequency, duration, amplitude, timbre and point of 
occurrence. These attributes are relative with the 
continuum upon which the parameter is measured 
defined by the performer. For example: the point of 
occurrence of each event is relative to the total duration 
of the work (which is not defined by Cage). Figure 2 
illustrates the measurement process required to define 
one event [ 16]. 
Figure 2: For each event, five parameters (A-E) are 
defined by the measurement of the perpendicular 
distance from each point to each line. 
This procedure results in a mixture of determinate, 
permutable and indeterminate variables in Variations I. 
The number and position of the points and lines is fixed 
and there is a finite number of possible combinations and 
orientations of the transparencies, however the range of 
the continuum upon which each parameter is plotted is 
indeterminate. Table 4 illustrates the determinate, 
permutable and indeterminate factors involved in the 
generation of an instantiation of the work. 
Determinate No. 
Points/Sounds 27 
Lines/Parameters 5 
Min. no. of parameters 135 (27x5) 
Permutations 
Orientation of Points Square 8 
Function of Lines 5! (120) 
Orientation of Lined Squares 8 
No. ofLined Squares 5 
Max. No. ofPermutations 38400 
Indeterminate 
Frequency/Overtone/ 
open 
Amplitude Range 
Instrumentation open 
Total Duration/Event 
occurrence open 
Table 4: Determinate and indeterminate qualities 
of Variations I. 
Variations II uses a similar system of dots and points, 
with some small but significant differences. There are 
six transparencies each with a single line and five 
transparencies each with a single point. The sixth line 
determines the structure of the musical event, whether it 
is a single sound, an aggregate or a constellation of 
sounds, the function that had been determined by the 
size of the points in Variations I. 
The orientation of the lines and points is therefore 
completely open, meaning that there are an infinite set 
of potential configurations of the score. A performance 
consists of any combination of configurations and 
therefore in theory Variations II may describe any 
possible musical work [24 p. 42]. In this sense it 
"represents the most flexible composition tool that Cage 
ever invented" [29 p.136]. 
Figure 3: Annotated score for Variations I by 
Kopatchinskaja [?] 
Performance of Variations I and II has traditionally 
involved one of three methods: "simply observing" [5] 
the resulting score, annotating an instantiation of the 
score [5][21] or transcribing the detailed measurements 
of an instantiation into a "performance score" [24 p. 22]. 
Figure 3 shows violinist Patricia Kopatchinskaja's 
annotation of the score of Variations I [21]. 
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Figure 4: Reading the score for Variations I in two-
dimensional arcs. 
The principal issue associated with "simply observing" 
or annotating the score, as can be observed in Figure 3, 
is that the notation on Cage ' s transparencies is two-
dimensional as opposed to traditional one-dimensional 
linear musical notation. To preserve the order of note 
occurrence, the transparencies must be read "two-
dimensionally" in arcs emanating from the line that 
determines "point of occurrence" as shown in Figure 4. 
The distances to the other four lines and calculation of 
their parametrical value must occur simultaneously. 
-~ 
-I-
-I-
• 
Figure 5: David Tudor's transcription of Variations 
II [30] 
Although David Tudor' s realisation of Variations I 
relied on "careful definition of measurement scales and 
a precise performance score" [30 p. 2] , James Pritchett 
shows that Tudor' s version of Variations II reduced 
Cage ' s prescribed measurements to binary values: 
simple and complex. Figure 5 shows Tudor' s 
transcription of two events from the work. Tudor' s score 
overcomes the issue of reading multiple axes (the 50 
events he used were aligned in rows), however its 
transformation of the multi-parametrical notation into 
single- or double-bordered squares with intersecting 
lines and circled or plain points is nearly as enigmatic 
looking as the original. 
3. THE SCORE-READER FOR VARIATIONS I 
AND II 
The imperative of generating performance materials that 
are easily and intuitively read, led Decibel to a decision 
to transcribe the data created in Variations I and II, into 
proportionally notated graphical scores. In Decibel 's 
realisations of Variations I and II the parametrical data 
derived from measuring perpendicular distances is 
evaluated and then used to generate a scrolling, 
proportionally notated screen-score. The score moves 
from right to left with the point of occurrence of each 
event, rendered as a horizontal rectangle, indicated by 
its point of contact with a vertical line or "play-head" on 
the left of the screen. In this way the score moves 
"towards" the performer from the right in the same 
direction as a traditional paper score. 
~----------------------------
-
3 
I 
Figure 6: Decibel's scrolling, proportionally notated 
screen-score for Variations I. The arrow indicates the 
direction of the scrolling score. 
Duration is represented proportionally by the length of 
the rectangle. The vertical position of the rectangle 
indicates its frequency, thickness indicates volume and 
shade indicates timbre. The number of sounds in each 
event is specified by a number attached to each 
rectangle. A portion of such a realisation is shown in 
Figure 6. The notation draws on conventions established 
in works by Cage and his colleagues Earle Brown and 
Christian Wolfe, as illustrated in Figure 7. 
VlJ)lE~ , 
;~ l. <..L ') ·~· ~h. ' ~! ' Iio l'ER. T£ b. a. 
-
-
--
-
- -
-
-
-
'L. 
-
- ·- -
• -
-
c. 
Figure 7: Graphical Notation Conventions drawn 
from a.) Cage Aria (1958) [8] -Timbre-Shade 
equivalence; b.)Wolff Duo for Pianists I (1957) [35] -
numbers representing the number of sounds in an 
event: c.) Brown Folio and 4 systems (1954) [5]-
Proportional Notation: length-duration and 
thickness-amplitude equivalence [2], [17], [31], [32] 
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This transcription enables a faster reading fo r 
performers using familiar symbols. In addition the 
graphics appear ahead of the 'playhead', giving them 
time to consider their approach to the graphics. The 
score can be read by a single performer or multiple 
versions of the score can be generated for a group of 
performers nelwolked to a master computer. 
A control panel (shown in Figure 8) allows for 
determination of total duration of the piece as well as 
the relative duration of the events. The range of the 
conlinuums of frequency, amplitude and timbre 
indicated by the score is inte!preted by the performer(s) 
on their own instrumenl The duration of the wolk 
effects the density of events on the score: for example a 
dutation of 360 seconds will diSUibute 1he 27 events 
over six minutes 
Vanations 1 Score Player 
I 1 I 0 I 3eo I dura tion 
No le Event ci:J 
Variations 2 I o I o 
I s I Note Duration (1-700) 
1 100 I 
Vanations 3 
Number 
I 50 I rr=J Variations 4 ~ 0 
Vanalions 5 
r~stemsl SoundSources I o I 
Vanations6 c~paneT• Lid~pe·kr 
Figw'e 8: The master control panel for Decibel's 
realisa tion of the Ca:e V~Vi~Wons. 
The evaluation of the data 10 generate the scores of 
Varia1ions l, fl and In and a component of the score 
player were written in Java and embedded within the 
Max/MSP patch. The Java code for Variations 1 and fl 
and the score player mechanism were written by Stuart 
James, and the Java code fur Variations Tfl was written 
by Aaron Wyatl 
There were several advanta.ges for re-implementing 
these processes in Java. One of these was the ability to 
access the same memory space that Max!MSP is 
pointing to, namely Jitter matrices, by utilizing the Java 
Jitter API. This marrying of both Java and Jitter 
processing proved to be an efficient way of 
accumulating, storing, and sorting tables of values 
required for building no te events in Variations 1 and If. 
For example here we see values stored into a Jitter 
rnauix that are generated recursively in an earlier 
section of code: 
intz= O~ 
for (z = 0; z < coords.lengt.h; z++) { 
g[ll] = z; 
storage.setcell(g. 0, coords[z][6D; 
} 
ou!le(O, ' Finished"); 
And here we see the score player mechanism 
referencing a stored Jitter matrix of note values 
detmnining the note polyphony within a designated 
lime frame: 
im lhi:1J roup = 0; 
im !j'ouped = I; 
imi = indeoc-1; 
vall = 1imes.getcel!! dFioat(i) [ll]; 
if(i > 1imes.getDim0 [1JD{ 
i = (1imes.getDim0 [1JD-I ; 
} 
for (int j = (i+l); G < times.getDimO [ll]); j++) { 
va!2 =times. getcelll dFioal(j)[O] ; 
value= v al2-vall ; 
if(value < timescale) 
{ 
!j'OUped++; 
} 
else if (value > timescale) 
} 
outiel(2, i); 
outiel(l, grouped); 
!j'OUped = 0; 
outiei(O, vall) ; 
} 
4. VARIATIONS III 
{ 
break; 
} 
In Varia1ions In, Cage moved to a significanUy 
di fferent score paradigm. Here the composer's fucus 
was on actions' rather than sounds. The score is created 
by distributing 40 circles (printed on individual 
transparencies) onto a surtace and then removing all but 
the largest group of circles that are in direct contact with 
one another. According 10 Pritchett, Cage's aim was to 
" enable free and direct action in the performance- one 
would simply do things and count the actions and 
variables inperfonnance" [29p. 149). 
The digital screen score for Variations Ill mimics this 
procedure: first tandomly distributing circles on the 
screen, then calculating the distances between them and 
fading out all but the largest group of overlapping 
circles. 
1 The actions need not include those that result in an 
instrumental performance. Cage's 1963 performance of 
Variati011s III "included untangling electrical cords, putting on 
his glasses, smoking a cigarette, writing a letter, and drinking a 
glass of water" [29 p. 149]. 
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For t!Li~ purr>os<' tltere were advantages tor 
Unplcmcnlion in '' proc.:.:dural languag..; like Java ~· 
nHtl\ing lL~c llf r~ursiv~ fun~thln cJtll~. This pravcd t'l 
bl! !'l!:!nl fic;m II:'{ fa~Ll!r Ln prnc~s Lhl~ \vay Lhan tHing a 
~d~t'ldnl.ed mP.s,:teP. f'lln:i ronmf'lnt lila=. \·fflx Thf'l 
<.·.a.J.~·.ult~tious Wl!rc n1sd,~ in Ll1\.: following \\·ay: 
fnr ~ irt j = i 1: j < circles.length; j I) r 
W:L.hl~ di:-~LunccS~L.arod po·..-.·(:.:ircl.:;•li J.g~L\~()­
<.\ir~ . :b:Jij l.gclX(), 2)- :>:.l\'i(<.'ir~ . .:b$1 il.gcl Y()-
cirul::~UJ.tcl Y(), 2); 
dcl.bh.~ disumcc sqrL( di.'$lo.ul<.~<.~Squllft.:-.:)~ 
if(d:~L~mc.:·: · (·nl~L·-cl3J * 2Y.• { 
if (c:i~~lcsrjl.gcl~~cl.p(:• ·~) { 
c i'cleosLil c;etGrour.(drclesrll~etGroup()); 
} "is.·; 
if (circlesnl.getG mup() ~= 
:irclesLi J.~et\ I n-:-ttp~)) :. 
f.:.~ (in. k (1: l: :: dn~l<.~s.lcngU1: kr· .• { 
i: (dn\csr . .:.l.g:~tGr~lup() 
l'ir<:ksli].gctGre>uJ('o &&k! i.'• { 
cin~l..::-irklsclGnl.lp~sir:.:l..:srjl.gciG:oupO)~ 
lU;~·.ursion wus us~~d rcp-.~st.cdly Lhroughl>nt nll 
implcmcnlalions or lhl! Variuii~m.'L ll ahu rn~vcd 
advilnlag;;nus lu <.k:clan.; all cunrdinillc voJiu..:s in lh;; .lava 
code. r;:~.ther than in the usu;:~.l d;:~.t~ ~tntctures: U!>ed in 
~laxMS.I' such a• ih< c.oJJ objecL. 
Figllr~ I) ~!tows follf insta11tiations of Variarions Ill 
<·r<aL••d by tJ.,, D••c.ibd scon:playcr, illuolxoling ilw 
!'C(.lllCnli~JJ r;H}ing •Dr all hul thc l~lf\l~l!:d nv.,;rlapping 
b'TUtlp. 
'Figur<e ~. Fou1· iustantiatiml~ of Varinrifm.~· 111 c•·catccl 
by the Dccibrl scoa·c-play~r, ~ho.,ing th~ ~upcrnuous 
cin;l~~ in \'~U'iuus sl:tgt's ur l':tdin g. 
T'CMC2f7112 NOtHOCHI.EAI\ SOUND 
_JJ 'I.J UVI~..f.-«.~P!II 
In lhi ~ Tl!ali:->alion nu oHlapl;Jlinn nr lhc lwn-dimi.:n!'ionoJI 
Ja)·ouL of lh:.: ~<.·on· is 1nad-.·. 11 y.:ould b.;,; possibk for 
cx.:.m~>lc nl '\mwi nd" the d .. ~lcs al nng an arbit .. arily 
d·.:lcnnincd axl~. while rd;nmng lhl! pninls or 
intP.rs:'lr:fion ~:ith othf.r :-.irr.lP.. in o .. cJ~•· Til ~r~::11'P. a lin~::~r 
hvrizonlal s\.:on~. How-.~v..:r, \vhcn~n~ lh..: mukrial~ of 
~? c:JTiulion.\' ' and TT givl! rise hl Ol linl!;IT Si.."Ti l!~ (l r \.."\.'L.'IILS 
and arc lh;;rd(nl! mosl ;Jpprnpriatdy rcnd . :rcd OJ!' a lini.:olr 
!>core, V,1rlviir:mJ Ill spe~iti ~::~Hy evokes the 
indel~nninc1cy of th~ lwo-di1nvnsil>nal :;r.ore ils~li. Cag(l 
in!'lruds lh·.: pcrltlrm·.:r ,,, ·'l'llarl at any ·:iri.;l\!•• and 
"mov~ on to a.ny cirt.k' oni)' r«Juil·ing th~ p~1fonuer to 
"obs..:n:e.; lit;,; nmnlxT of ('ircl..:i \\·hich ov~-rlap iL" [10). 
nli~ 1'..::01.1 isathln th~ll, si lll~ll:'t' pmviclcs fllC IUCJIIl~ to 
(Vl!l)' quH;I,Iy) ri.:-"~L."IICTOil;; lhc scnrl!. unbl lhl!y .arc 
~.onwnt with th~ r~sulting graphic. wlill~ retaining tit<' 
indclcnninotl;,; lat.iLud..: l.bal Cag..; ~tlfonlt: Ut~~ p~r!onn..;r in 
nil! origin.-tl s;;nr;;. 
5 COIVCL USJO,V 
Ri.:ndl!rmg lhc!'c \vorks d1g1lall): omnul!' lwn 
diamclrically· uppos..:d ;trgllml!nls uncn r;Ji~·.:d ;Jgain~l 
nonlinCtli indde.:rmiualt.: 'lrVOrk i Sll(.'.h tl~ lh~ V mn1i0118 J, 
~·1 and l.'l. On onc hand, ~incc lh..: audi:.::ni.:i.: alwol)'l'l h..:;ns 
tit~ works in a lin~ar fashion sequ~lltiallv in tim~ there is 
ah.vals lhL~ q u..:slion lhotl lltL~ ind.:.:knuinacy is soln~~hO\'• 
~t;,..k~ ., that the p~•furlll~rs 11.rmng~cl it hcfur·: hand. Tn 
addi linn sucll wnrk~ :wmcliml!:-> provuk;; in lh;; audi l!ncc 
tit~ ttotion tltat tile p~rtomt<'B are thems~h·~~ "making it 
up" lx·caw;-.· "lb..: t.lt~T~· is no , ... ay lo dd..:rmiu;.; v..:h.:.:tlle..T 
11l~' arc .l~cw·.:ddy r·:ading 11lc sen .. ~. 
The.: prccisinn pmvid..:d b~· thl! :->curc-pi;J)'CT~ fhr 
.'·' a1iufion.r 1 &ld 11. .ugutl blr lends h~gilimaL··r lo t.l1;,.~ 
p..:rf<lm1al1\;l!, ht.:i.;au:->c Lllc !'i.;OJC lh;H is crcaL..:d i~ bnlh 
"a~·~·ttrat>e" to a rea.~onabl~ d~gr~e and ~a~ilv read by tit<' 
p·.:rfomlt.:I') in :t VL~rifiabl;,; matmL~I. 
U1t the other hand, ~~~~.h work~ ar~ sometim~s critici>ed 
on lhc ,b'TOUlld~ lh;J( poknli;JI cxi !'ll.:n\:t.: U f nlhcr ,;crsi.;ms 
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ABSTRACT
The number of solutions involved in many algorithmic
composition problems is too large to be tractable with-
out simplification. Given this, it is critical that composi-
tion algorithms be able to move through different levels
of abstraction while maintaining a well-organized solu-
tion space. In this paper we present the following con-
tributions: (1) extended formalizations and proofs needed
to implement the chord spaces defined by Tymoczko [11]
and Callender et al. [2], (2) a generalized framework for
moving between levels of abstraction using quotient spaces
that can easily be integrated with existing algorithmic com-
position algorithms, and (3) an application of both to voice-
leading assignment.
1. INTRODUCTION
A major problem in the area of algorithmic composition
is the need for organized and easily traversable sets of
solutions, also referred to as solution spaces, which are
tractable in terms of both runtime and memory require-
ments. Many music-theoretic ideas are also not formal-
ized to the degree necessary to ensure correct implemen-
tation of algorithms and accompanying data structures.
In this paper we address both of these problems by pre-
senting a general framework for organizing and traversing
harmony-related solution spaces. Our work builds on that
of of Tymoczko [11] and Callender et al. [2], adding an ad-
ditional layer of formalization necessary to create a gen-
eralized and extensible implementation. We then apply
our framework to the task of voice-leading assignment, a
common problem in music composition.
Consider the following situation: given a sequence of
chords intended for a soprano, tenor, and baritone, re-
write the same chords for three tenors while factoring in
additional constraints about each performer – perhaps one
of the performers is a beginner, requiring smooth voice-
leadings. This paper presents a set of algorithms and sup-
porting proofs to automate algorithmic composition and
arranging tasks such as above. Our approach utilizes two
important concepts: chord spaces [2, 11] andmusical pred-
icates.
A task such as outlined above will be referred to as
a voice-leading assignment. Our goal is to construct a
performable series of chords from incomplete information
about those chords, such as the pitch classes involved in
each. To assign a C-major triad to three voices, a spe-
cific C, E, and G must be chosen. This involves choosing
octaves for each pitch class and determining which pitch
should be assigned to each voice.
We use the term concrete chord to refer to chords with
no room for additional interpretation and the term ab-
stract chord when choices still exist. Voice-leading as-
signment is the process of turning abstract chords into
concrete chords. This is also representative of a larger
category of tasks in composition: moving between differ-
ent levels of abstraction in music. Particularly for large
problems, the solution spaces must be well-structured and
efficient to traverse.
Our approach to voice-leading assignment uses a type
of quotient space called a chord space [2, 11]. Chord
spaces are a way to organize chords in musically mean-
ingful ways and provide a convenient, intermediate level
of organization between abstract and concrete chords. For
example, one such chord space groups chords based on
pitch class content, providing a useful level of abstraction
for voice-leading assignment. We use this space to turn a
sequence of abstract chords represented in terms of pitch
classes into a sequence of concrete chords. When finished,
each pitch class in each chord is assigned an octave and a
particular voice.
There are many other chord spaces that relate chords
in different ways. These can also be used with our algo-
rithm to perform variations on the voice-leading assign-
ment task, allowing the algorithm a greater degree of con-
trol over what musical features are generated. By simply
changing the chord space, our voice-leading assignment
algorithm can be generalized to make choices about pitch
classes and octaves.
Data-driven algorithms such as Markov chains have
been used to learn voice-leading behavior from collections
of examples [3, 12]. Markov chains suffer from state ex-
plosion when addressing low-level features in music while
still capturing structure. Variable-length Markov models
[1] and probabilistic suffix trees [10] attempt to address
this problem, but are still prone to the same problem with
the large alphabets involved in musical problems. Chord
spaces [2, 11] can help with this, since they allow gener-
ative problems to be broken into multiple steps, each at a
different level of abstraction.
Chord spaces, however, present a number of repre-
